Business Intelligence
Turn your data into powerful visualizations and actionable insights in minutes using Power BI™
• Free assessments – Our experts help you understand how you can get the most out of Power BI
• Workshops – Power BI Jumpstart and Dashboard in a Day help you learn how to utilize Power BI using your data
• Proof of concept – We quickly create a low cost, tangible report for you to circulate internally to demonstrate feasibility, functionality, and ROI
• Implementation – Optimal solutions for turning your data into actionable information

Cloud
Accelerate cloud adoption to deliver higher quality services and achieve key business goals at a lower cost to you
• Cloud orientations – Rapid Cloud migration assessments help you quickly prioritize workloads, budget, and plan
• Office 365 workload migration – Support Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, etc. migrations through to user training and adoption
• Azure Onramp – Build a strong foundational Azure infrastructure and knowledge base to prepare your organization’s migration to cloud computing
• Azure IaaS workload migration – Right-size and migrate on-premise workloads to ensure costs are optimized as workloads move to cloud
• Azure application modernization – Quickly convert on-premises applications for Azure services utilization

Consulting
Tell us what you need, we take care of the rest
• Operational strategy – Process development, efficiencies, end to end management, metrics, and strategic support
• Corporate strategy – Mergers and acquisitions, investment trends, and economic modelling
• Product innovation – Innovation processes, growth strategy, and rapid prototyping

Marketing
Get results with our full service design and marketing solutions
• Campaign strategy, planning, and execution – Help to clarify your message and business objectives with an integrated marketing plan
• Content development and storytelling – Message creation, content mapping, social media, case studies, collateral
• Email marketing and lead generation campaigns – From concept to design, delivery to metrics and optimization
• Design – Websites, apps, SharePoint, logos, illustrations, social media, case studies, collateral
• Data-driven analysis and recommendations – Message testing, measurement, reporting and scorecards

Software Asset Management (SAM)
Maximize value, minimize risks, and achieve more with your IT investments
• SAM Managed Services – As one of only a few Microsoft Accredited SAM Managed Service Providers worldwide, we help you more effectively manage your software assets, deliver ongoing license compliance and optimization, provide EA True Up and Renewal assistance, etc.
• SAM Tool implementation and support – Meet your SAM objectives with specialization in Movere, System Center, Snow Software, InvisoSA, and more
• Infrastructure optimization and modernization – Help your organization identify and deliver projects to upgrade and optimize Windows Server and SQL Server platforms

Staffing
Utilize our position expertise and contract flexibility
• Staffing expertise – IT, project/program management, creative, business intelligence, and support resources
• Contract options – Hourly, project based, temporary to permanent hire, and permanent hire